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PolarPro Mavic 3 Classic filters x3 set - VIVID
Create even more beautiful aerial shots. The Vivid Collection set includes 3 ND-PL filters (ND8/PL, ND16/PL and ND32/PL) designed for the
DJI  Mavic  3 Classic  drone.  With these,  you can reduce the shutter  speed and get  stunning results  even in  difficult  lighting conditions!
High-quality  CinemaSeries  glass  and lightweight  yet  durable  aluminum were used for  the accessories.  All  filters  come in  a  box with  a
magnetic closure.
 
Create spectacular shots
The included ND-PL filters combine 2 effects - ND and polarization. As a result, they allow you to shorten the shutter speed and reduce
flare. As a result, you can enjoy vivid, crisp colors! ND8/PL filter (3 stops) is perfect for recording during golden or blue hour. ND16/PL
filter (4 stops) will come in handy for you especially in the morning and evening. Are you going to film in the middle of the day when it's
brightest outside? Choose an ND32/PL (5 degrees) filter.
 
Superior build quality
The filter frames were created from durable, yet extremely lightweight aircraft aluminum. As a result, they do not weigh down the drone
and  do  not  negatively  affect  its  flight  time.  What's  more,  high-quality  CinemaSeries  glass  was  used  to  make  the  accessories,  which
guarantees fantastic clarity and stands out for its low refractive index. All filters are placed in a practical box with a magnetic closure,
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which makes them much easier to store and transport.
 
In the box
ND8/PL filter
ND16/PL filter
ND32/PL filter
Storage box
Brand
Polarpro
Model
M3C-VIVID
Type of filters
ND-PL
Material
Aerospace aluminum + CinemaSeries glass
Compatibility
DJI Mavic 3 Classic

Price:

Before: € 99.9867

Now: € 90.00
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